March 14, 2018
San Jose City Council
200 E Santa Clara St.
San Jose, CA 95113
Dear San Jose City Council members,
Writing you in support of your City Park Rangers. My name is Shannon Jay. I am a
full time Sworn National Park Ranger and work at Golden Gate National Recreation
area in San Francisco and Marin Counties. I have been employed as such for thirty
years with seventeen of those years spent at GGNRA. Additionally I am the lead
firearms instructor at the Santa Rosa Junior College Public Safety Training Center’s
National Park Service law enforcement Ranger Academy for the last twelve years. I
have personally trained your City Rangers at this very academy. The curriculum is a
comprehensive 17 week academy covering all aspects of police work to include,
firearms(rifle, pistol, shotgun), use of force, defensive tactics, policy, tactics, arrest
techniques, scenarios, use of force legal aspects, conflict and de‐escalation, laws of
arrest and search and seizure, etc.
Your Rangers are performing urban law enforcement duties on a daily basis and
much of that work entails handling incidents and calls involving homeless persons
and homeless encampments. I have been apprised of a number of documented
assaults and attacks on Rangers there in which homeless subjects were armed with
edged weapons and with a number of firearms incidents documented.
In the policing world, homeless person encounters are known high risk calls. It is no
secret that homeless/transients citizens are very often mentally disturbed, violent
and often suffer from dangerous drug addictions. In my work at GGNRA I have
handled literally hundreds of homeless person calls and many times those calls
involved those fueled by dangerous drugs, psychotic episodes and violent
tendencies. Numerous officers in my park have been injured in assaults involving
combative homeless persons with weapons, including myself. These persons are
highly unpredictable and dangerous to deal with, so much so that we have a
minimum two officer contact protocol when handling these types of calls.
That your Rangers are doing this very same work without a firearm is frightening
and I fear the day will come when one of them is seriously injured or killed. The old
maxim I convey to students and new officers I train is this‐ When something goes
wrong in goes wrong fast. The notion that the Rangers can “disengage” or “walk
away” when faced with violent, combative subjects is courting disaster. I
understand that some managers in that agency have suggested this as a method for
Rangers to avoid assault. Many times this mantra is impossible. When a person
becomes violent and assaultive, very little warning, if any, is presented to the officer
and they may suddenly find themselves fighting for their lives.
Walking away may very well further endanger the Ranger if they are being actively
pursued and attacked by a violent subject. What if the violent subject is attacking a

park visitor? Again, when these events transpire they do so quickly and very often
with no warning. Any contact made with a citizen in the course of our duties is an
unknown risk event. We have no idea who this person is, whether he is a dangerous
criminal, under the influence of drugs, mentally disturbed, or what he may be
hiding.
Without a firearm and other tools to protect the Rangers and innocent civilians from
lethal threats, escaping serious injury can and has come down to simply getting
lucky. This is an untenable model when it comes to performing law enforcement
work.
Your Rangers have been trained to a very high standard in all aspects of police work,
to include carrying/using firearms and the application of reasonable use of force.
They should be appropriately equipped to carry out their duties, to protect the
public and themselves when faced with lethal violence. From my talks with San Jose
Rangers, these dangerous encounters are increasing in frequency. I urge you to take
action and seriously consider arming your Rangers. Sincerely,
Shannon Jay
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